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Course description:
Academic study of film has traditionally been text-based (like the study of literature and art),
using box-office performance and critical commentary as proxies for audience response. So
what do we know about real audiences, and how they did and do respond to films? Much of
what we think we know about early cinema is folklore, or hypothesis, and interpreting what
hard data there is, from the 1930s onwards, requires analytical techniques. An important
source of psychological evidence has been studies of supposed ‘harm’ caused by film
(horror and sex); and since the 1990s more sophisticated analysis of attitudes and
preferences has been used in marketing, although perhaps underused by academics. More
recently, a ‘social turn’ in Film Studies has emphasised film consumption in all its diversity,
challenging the concept of ‘universal’ spectators and insisting that films have a wide spectrum
of meanings for individuals in different places and times. This course will first survey the
history of trying to identify ‘the spectator’, before examining three main forms of analysis:
economic analysis of box-office data-sets; sociological investigation of audience samples;
and attempts to map ‘cultural impact’ from a range of indicators, including web discourse.
Another feature of current thinking about audiences is the idea of ‘locality’, and the course will
include a small-scale practical investigation of how Swedish citizens experience film today.
In addition to required viewings, the course consists of lecture and seminar
presentations, reading and writing assignments, discussions (all in English), plus field-work
investigating local audience habits and preferences.
Study goals:
After taking the course, students will

-

Be able to discuss critically concepts of ‘audience’, according to
different disciplinary perspectives
Appreciate the main phases of film exhibition history and how these
have been studied
Understand the contemporary field of audience research and impact
measurement
Have practical experience of investigating local audience behaviour
and preferences

Topics and Screenings:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identifying the spectator. Scr: Early shorts; ext. The Last Machine
(BBC, 1994); Sherlock Jr (Keaton, 1924)
The era of the ‘mass audience’. Scr: Sullivan’s Travel’s (Sturges,
1941)
Scattered audiences after the 60s. Scr: Le mépris (Godard, 1963)
Working with economic data. Scr: tbc
The sociology of the film audience. Scr: The Fellowship of the Ring
(Jackson, 2001)

‘Cultural impact’ on film viewers. Scr: Trainspotting (Boyle, 1996)
Locality and film (1): where we see films and why this matters Scr:
London and Stockholm archive shorts
8.
Stockholm on screen. Scr: tbc
6.
7.
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